Late Edition
Weather: Partly cloudy and cold today,
chance of snow; chance of snow tonight. Partly cloudy, cold tomorrow.
Temperatures: today 27-30, tonight 1319; yesterday 14-23. Details, page C!9.
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THE SHUTTLE EXPLODES
6 IN CREW AND HIGH-SCHOOL TEACHER
ARE KILLED 74 SECONDS AFTER LIFTOFF
Disaster Is Worst
For Space Effort
By WILLIAM J. BROAD
Special to The Ntw York Tlmc.s

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla., Jan. 28 - The
space shuttle Challenger exploded in a ball of fire
shortly after it left the launching pad toda y, and all
seven astronauts on board were Jost.
The worst accident in the history of the American space program, it was witnessed by thousands
of spectators who watched in wpnder, then horror,
as the ship blew apart high in the air.
Flaming debris rained down on the Atlantic
Ocean for an hour after the explosion, whj.ch occurred just after 11:39 A.M. It kept rescue teams
from reaching the area wh ere the craft would have
fallen into the sea, about 18 miles offshore.
It seemed impossible that anyone could have
lived through the terrific explosion 10 miles in the
sky, and officials said this afternoon that there was
no evidence to indicate that the five •men and two
women aboard the craft survived.

From the Beginning to the End
The last flight of the shuttle Challenger lasted about 74 seconds. Here
is the transcript, as recorded by The
New York Times, of its final moments, before and after liftoff .

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER:
Coming up on the 00-second point in
our countdown. Ninety seconds and
counting. The 51-L Mission ready to
go.. . .
T minus 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, we have main
engi.nestart, 4, 3, 2, l. And liftoff. Liftoff of the 25th space shut tle mission
and it has cleared the tower ....
MISSION CONTROL CENTER :
Watch your roll, Challenger.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER :
Roll progi-am confirmed . Challenger
now heading down range. (Pause.)
Engines beginning throttling down
now at 94 percent . Normal throttle for
most of flight 104percent . Will throt tle down to 65 percent short ly . Engines at 65 percent . Three engines
running normally . Three good cells,
three good ABU's. [Pause.) Velocity
2,257 feet per second, altitude 4.3
nautical miles, down range distance 3
nautical miles. (Pa use .]
Engines throttling up, three engines now at 104 percent.
MISSION CONTROL: Challenger,
go with throttl e up.

FRANCIS R. SCOBEE, CHALLENGER COM!'/1A.NDER:Roger, go
with throttle up.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER:
One minute 15 seconds, velOCtty2,900
feet per second, altitude 9 nautical
miles, down range distance 7 nautical
miles . (Long pause .]
Flight controllers here looking very
care fully at the situation . (Pause.)
Obviously a major malfunction. We
have no downlink. (Long pause.]
We have a report from the flight dynamics omcer that the vehicle has exploded.

After the Shock, a Need to Share Grief and Loss
By SARA RIMER
The nation came together yesterday
in a moment of disaster and loss. Wherever Americans were when they heard
the news - at work, at sc.hool or at
borne - they shar ed their grie f over
the death of the seven astrona ut s,
amo ng them one who had captured
their imaginations, Christa McAuliffe,
the teach er from Concord, N.H., who
was to have been the first ordinary citizen to go into space.
Shortly before noon, when the first
word of the explosion came, daily
events seemed to stop as people
awaited the details and asked the same
question s: "What happened? Are there
any survivors?"
·
In offices, restaurant s and stores,
people gathered in front of televisio n
sets, mesmerized by the terrible scene
of the shuttle exploding, a scene that
would be replayed throughout the day
and night. Children who had learned

about Mrs. McAuliffe were watching in
classrooms across the country.
It seemed to be one of those moments, enlarged and frozen, that people would remember and recount for
the rest of their lives - what they were
doing and where they were when they
heard that the space shuttle Challenger
had exploded. The need to reach out, to
speak of disbelief and pain, was every where . Family members telephoned
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one anothe r, friends telephoned
friends.
"It was like the Kennedy thing," said
John Hannan , who heard the news
when his sister called him at his office,
a personnel recruiting concern in Philadelphia. "Everyone was numb ."
'I Felt Very Close to Her'
Florine Israel, a legal secretary at
the New York Civil Liberties Union,
echoed the sentiments of many who
spoke of Mrs. McAuliffe not as an astronaut but as a friend. "I felt very
close to her," sh e said. " She was ordinary people. She was a mother, a working woman . I felt like I was a part of
it ."
The image of the shuttle exploding
flashed across 100television sets in the
electronics department of Macy's, in
m idtown Manhattan, where a crowd of
workers from nearby offices and facto-

How Could It Happen?
Fuel Tank Leak Feared
By MALCOLM W. BROWNE
Debris from the explosion of the shuttle Challenger
was scattered so widely over the Atlantic Ocean that investigators may never recover enough of it to pin down
the cause of the disaster. But suspicions quickly focused
on the craft;s , huge external fuel tank, a potential bomb
that carried more than 385,000gallons of liquid hydrogen
and more than 140,000gallons of liquid oxygen at liftoff.
The m ost logical explanation is that a large leak must
have occurred either in the tank itself or in the pipeline
and pumpin g system that carried liquid hydrogen to the
arbiter's three main engines.
Barbara Schwartz, a spokesman for the Johnson
Space Center, acknowledged that pur e liquid or gaseous
hydrogen cannot burn; only if the pure hydrogen carried
in the rear section of the shuttle's tank were allowed to
come into contact with air, or with the liquid oxygen in the
tank's nose section, could it have burned or exploded.
Potential Dangers of Hydrogen Gas
But what might have started the leak, and what could
have ignited the explosion that followed?
Parallel questions, never fully answered, were ra ised
•after the fire that destroyed the German airship Hindenburg as it was landing at Lakehurst, N.J., on May 6, 1937.
The shuttle Challenger, like the Hindenburg, had been releasing hydrogen gas into the a ir shortly before the disas ter, and some of the gas might have remained aboard the
craft, mixed with air and ready to detonate if exposed to
the smallest spark.
Neither NASA nor Martin Marietta Aerospace, the
manufacturer of the external fuel tank, would comment
yesterday on possible causes of the disaster .
But the geometry of the shuttle's externa l fuel tank,
as described by official manuals from NASA and the
Rockwell Internationa l Corporation, a major shuttle contractor, suggest one potential danger point in particular :
the "intertank," or midsection of th e structure, which
separates the liquid oxygen tank from the liquid hydrogen
tank. The bulk of the hydrogen fuel is closest to the liquid
oxygen at this point, and a rupture or leak in the plumbing
or walls of the intertank. could have flooded the two fluids
together to create a gigantic bomb.
Suggestions that the unseasonably cold weather a t

Continued on Page A3, Column 1

Continued on Page A4, Column I

No Ideas Yet as to Cause
There were no clues to the cause of the accident . The space agency offered no immediate explanations, and said it was suspending all shuttle
flights indefinitely while it conducted an inquiry.
Officials discounted speculation that cold weather
at Cape Canaveral or an accident several days ago
that slightly damaged insulation on the external
fuel tank might have been a factor.
Americans who had grown used to the idea of
men ana women soaring into space reacted with
shock to the disaster, the first time United States
astronauts died in flight. Prl)Sident Reagan canceled the State of the Union Message that had been
scheduled for tonight, expressing sympathy for the
families of the c rew but vowing that the nation's exploration of space would continue.
Killed in th e explosion were the mission commander, Francis R. (Dick) Scobee; the pilot,
Comdr. Michael J. Smith of the Navy; Dr. Judith A.
Resnik; Dr. Ronald E . McNa1r; Lieut. Col. Ellison
S. Onizuka of the Air Force; Gregory B. Jarvis and
Christa McAuliffe.
Mrs . McAuliffe, a high-school teac her from
Concord, N.H., was to have been the first ordinary
citizen in space.
·
After a Minute, Fire and Smoke
The Challenger lifted off flawlessly this morning, after three days of delays, for what was to be
the 25th mission of the reusable shuttle fleet that
was intended to make space tr ave l commonp la ce.
The shi p rose for aboUt a minute on a co lumn of
smo ke and fire from its five engines.
Suddenly, without warning, it erupte d in a ball
of flame.
The shuttle was about 10mi ies above the earth ,
in the critical seconds when the two sol id-fuel
rocket ·boosters are firing as well as the shuttle's
{llain engines. There was some discrepancy about
the exac t time of the blast; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration said they lost radio
contact with the craft 74 seconds into the flight, plus
or minus five seconds.
TWO large White s treamers raced away from
the blast, followed by a rain of debris that etched .
white contrails in the cloudless sky and then slowly
Continued on P.age AS, Column 4

Reagan Lauds 'Heroes'
President Reagan, s haken by the explosion of
th e space shut tle , postponed his State of the Union
Message. "We mourn sev en heroes," he said in a
talk broadcast from the White House after the dis aster. "There will be more shuttle flights and more
shuttle crews and, yes , more volunteers, more civi l·
ians, more teachers in space."
He also sought to conso le the nat ion's pupils,
many of whom saw telecasts of the loss of the
teacher who was to have been sent into space. Arti cle and transcript, page A9.
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The Shuttle Explosion: Outlines of a Disaster

What Preceded the Instant in Which the Challenger Was Lost
How Mission
Began, Grew
And Met End
August 1984
President Reagan announces that
to further the education of the nation's children, a teacher will be selected to ride into space. More than
11,000teachers across the nation fill
out the 11-page application for the
honor. Among them is Sharon Christa
McAuliffe of Concord, N .H. As the
months pass, she l earns that she has
survived the culling process and that
the Council of Chief State Off icers has
included her among 114 lt!achers
granted interviews. The interviews
reduce the field to 10, and then comes
a battery of psychological and medical tests.

July 19, 1985
The announcement co mes from
Vice President Bush that Mrs. McAuliffe has been chosen. The 36-year-old
teacher becomes a celebrity almost
immediately with that announcement, and her life changes radically.
Committed to a six-month training
program punctuated by speaking engagements and oJher duties connected with her flight, Mrs. McAuliffe
is compelled to leave the care of her
two children to her husband, Steven. •
She plans to write a .three-part "personal journa l " about her adventure,
covering her training experiences,
the flight and l!er afterthoughts. The
training, at the Jolmson Space Fl igh t
Center in Houston and elsewhere, includes zero-gravity flights in diving
planes, human centrifuges and emergency escape tactics.

The Last Seconds of Challenger .
Excep t for the time of exp losion, the
number of seconds after laun ch
.
ref)resent an average sequence. NASA
has not released any specific times for
Challenger.

35secQ11ds
Main engines throttle down
to avoid excess velocity
.that would cause s huttle 's
ski n to overheat from
frictio n in the atm osphere.

74seconds
Ground control loses radio contact w ith
shuttle. External fuel tank attached to
shuttle exp lo des about 15 miles
downrange , enveloping orbiter in fireball.

52seconds
Ma in engines t hrottl e up as o rbiter
approaches sound barrier and begins
period of maximum acce le rat ion.
Extreme stre sses are encou nt e re d at th is
point.

Wee k of Jan. 19, 1986
The final round of preparations begins with the arrival the crew of Shuttl e Mission 51-L, including Mrs.
McAuliffe, at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The plans call for the
astronauts to launch two satellites
from the shuttle's cargo bay, a $lj)()
million one to relay spacecraft communications around the earth and a
$5 million satellite to stu~y Hal ley's
comet. Crew members also plan to
carry out several sc ientifi c experi .
ments. Launching time is at firs t
schedul ed for Jan. 22 but is delayed
thr ee times as a result of the preceding Columbia mission. Then it is set
for Saturday, Jan. 25, but it is delayed
by bad weatheF, reset for Sunday, and
deliiyed again. Mrs.
McAuliffe
spendspart of the day riding a bicycle
and the other crew members get permission to watcb the Super Bowl be,.
fore going to bed at 7 P .M. On Monday
another bitch arises when a bolt in a
door handle refuses to operate properly and high winds persist. After
Mrs . ,McAuliffe and the others have
waite<I inside the orbiter for six
hours, the mission is scrubbed again.

The Sequence
Of a Normal La1mch

WHERE
CHALLENGER

6mln ute a,
30aeconds:
Shuttle begins long,
shallow dive to prepare
for separation of
externa l fuel tank,
wh ich falls i nto the
Indian Ocean .

~--~

External
fuel tank

Jan_ 28
The shuttle Challenger explodes
after liftoff and al l seven people
aboard are believed ,dead.
OavtdSutet

Inside the Orbiter and Its Fuel Tank
The major payloads

The crew

Tracki n g and data re lay satellite.

\

to measure
Spa rt an -Halley missior:i: Experiment
ultravio let spectrum o f Halley ' s come_t.
Teacher- in- space project:
ated by ·Christa McAu li ffe.

Experiments

the

to be oper-

Fluid dynamics experiment:
Simulat ion of b ehavior
liquid propellants in low gravity.

of

Main engines

Li quid hydrogen

t
The shuttle orbiter is atta ched to an external fuel
tank containing liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen, which power the three main engine _s
thr oughout the shuttle's ascent . During the first
few minutes after liftoff, thrust is also provided
by two solid fuel boosters , which are attached to
the exiernal fuel tank . They are jettisoned wh en
their fuel -a
mixture of alumi num perchlorate,
powdered aluminum, iron oxide and a plastic
binder - ls used up. The external fuel tank is
jettisoned into the Indian Ocean once the shuttle
has reached orbit altitude. At liftoff ,
Challenger's external fuel tank contained more
than half a million gallons of hydrogen and
oxygen.

1 he main propuls ion comes from the burn ing of
hydrogen fuel combined with oxygen . liquid
oxygen and liquid h.ydrogen, carried in separate
parts of the externa l fuel tank , are .pumped
under pressure th rough the aft attachment point
to tubing surrounding the roc ke t nozzles, wh ere
the liquids are converted to gases . The gases
are then pumped to the rocket engi nes wh ere
they are combined and ignited .
The explosion migh t have tnien caused by a
rupture or leak Involving eithe r the hydrogen
tank itself or the plumbing attached to it . What
caused the failure of the containment sys tem
may remain a my,stery.

PoYential trouble spots may have inc luded aft
attachment point and the intertank , wh ich
separates the liqu id hydrogen and liqu id oxygen
sections "and contained a pro fu sion of valves ,
pipes, detectors, instruments and other
equipment. If hydrogen had escaped and
ignited In the lntertank, it cou ld have caused the
disaster .
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ftie Sh~ttle Explosion: America Watches in~Horror
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Fqr the Families, the Moment of Doom
By WILLIAM E. SCHMIDT
•

Spe<:11110 The New York Tim..

.

c'APE CANAVERAL, Fla., Jan. 28Bui}dled against the cold Florida morning Ed and Grace Corrigan watched
Witl pride and nervous excitement as
thel~pace shuttle Challenger, carrying .
thefr (laughter. Christa McAuliffe, and
six ~ ther astronauts, thundered off the
lall{lchlng pad here.
Then, 74 seconds into the flight, their
excttement turned to disbelief, then
horror. There was a puff of smoke and
a 1uffled clap, audible in a viewing
grandstand where the Corrigans and
relatives of the other astronauts were
sitting.
·

..

There · was a moment when nobody
was sure what had happened. People
around them were still cheering, raiS·
ing their thumbs in a signal of victory.
Then Lisa Corrigan, Mrs. McAuliffe's sister, hollered and grabbed her
father's hand. Mrs. Corrigan leaned
her head on the shoulder of her husband, whose sweater bore a large butto11with his daughter's picture.
"The craft has exploded," an official
of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration told Mrs. Corrigan. She
turned and repeated the message to her
ashen.faced husband, as more screams
and crymg broke the stunned silence
around them.

Suddenly, Flash of Fear
Dashes Watchers' Hopes
By HOWARD ANGIONE
Special to The New York Times

.•
~

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.,
, Jan. 28 - As the Challenger rose
, skyward, about 350 guests at a
• viewing area on a hill about six
• miles from the launching pad
• cheered and clapped.
: Many of them, invited here to
, view the launching from the space
, center grounds, had been here
• Monday morning. They had
' driven away disappointed after
' waiting six hours in a cold wind
: only to hear that clouds and me. chanical problems had postponed
, the launching.
• But for a moment this morning
( it seemed that the event they had
! come to see was turning Into a
4 success.

·

'. The thundering ~f the shuttle
, rockets was just reaching their
r ears when there was a flashing
, burst of white and orange.
i "Could something be wrong?" a
'. woman blurted.
' "This shouldn't be happening,"
; said a young man who had viewed
previous launchings.
, As the watthers looked up, they
• saw what they hQped was the shut- ,
' tie continuing on an upward path.
, Below, the~ were bursts of
, name.
• A moment later an announce• ment from the launch center con• firmed the fear that had flashed
: through everyone's mind: . The
, vehicle had exploded.
, A couple from Texas raised
, their hands to their faces and
choked back tears. Their neigh:bor, Michael J. Smith, was the

shuttle's pilot.
Children asked their parents
what was happening. A mother
patted her daughter reassuringly,
but there was little she could say.
Others fought back tears. They
from N,e\¥_ Hampshire and they
knew . the -husband of Christa
McAuliffe:' "1e teacher on board.
They did not want to talk about
it. "Just say that friends from
Steve McAuliffe's law firm were
here and everybody was crying,"
one woman said.
Gary Barton, who said he
worked at the space center and .
had seen other launchings, was at
the viewing site to photograph the
flight with a telephoto lens. He
said he sensed trouble.
"Something wasn't right," he
said, adding: "It's shocking, I
can't believe something like this
has happened."
The public affairs official at the
site, Jean Rhodes , speaking over
the loudspeaker, asked everyone
to walk back to their cars, about a
quarter mile away.
But they were not immediately
allowed to drive away; officials
wanted to keep roads clear for
rescue vehicles. So they turned on
their car radios, seeking some
hope that crew member, had survived.
T,he couple from Texas sat in
their station wagon, holding
hands.
Ninety minutes later, the traffic
controllers gave them permission
to leave and the cars, about 70 of
them, silently pulled away.

In a nearby building, Mrs. McAu-·
liffe's husband, Steven, their 9-ye,ir--0ld
son, Scott, and 6-year--0ld daughter,
Caroline, were also watching as the
spacecraft exploded, showering debris
into the ocean.
The families of the astronauts were
among some 2,500 guests invited by ,
NASA to witness the lauching from an·
open-air grandstand about four miles
from the pad. As NASA officia ls
quickly helped them away, many here
still did not know what'had happened.
After it became clear that the mission had ended in disaster, some relatives spoke about it. In Beaufort, N.C.,
Patrick Smith, the younger brother of
Michael Smith, the shuttle pilot, said,
"I'll tell you exactly how I feel. I don't
have any regrets about Mike doing~
"He was doing exactly what he wanted
to do. There aren't too many people
who've done exactly what they wanted
to do with their careers. But he's done
that."
In Ilion, N.Y., John Ladd, the stepfa.
ther of Gregory Jarvis, the payload
specialist, said, "It's got everybody
wondering just what the hell happened. ·
We're shocked. terribly shocked. It's a
disaster, a national disaster for every.
body ."
Mr . Ladd, who is 65, said that he and
Mr. Jarvis's mother, Lucille Jarvis
Ladd, known as Tele, had returned
home from Cape Canaveral Sunday because she was suffering from a heart
problem. "My wife was in front of the
TV watching when it blew," he said.
"There was no one here with her. She
called my office, a woman who lives
nearby came over. My wife is in very,
very bad shape."
'I Just About Collapsed'
Mr. Ladd told The Albany Knickerbocker-News that Mr. Jarvis's natural father, Bruce Jarvis of Orlando, Fla.,
had suffered a heart attack while
watching the shuttle explode at Cape
Canaveral and had been taken to a
nearby medical center.
At the launching site was Dr. Charles
Resnik, who teaches at the Medical
College of Virginia in Richmond. His
sister, Dr. Judith Resnik, a Challenger
crew member, was to have taken a signet ring and heart locket into space for
her 5-year--Old nephew, Randy, and
2-year--0ld niece , Becky, said Dellana
O'Brien, a principal at Randy's kindergarten.
The following family members of the
astronauts were also among the more
than 200 people invited by the astro-
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FAMILYIN SHOCK:Ed and

two children, Kathie and Richard;
Jane Smith, wife of Michael J. Smith, I'
ahd their children, Scott, Alison and
Erin· Lorna Onizuka wife of Ellison s.
Oni~a
and their: 'children Janelle
and Darien; Cheryl McNair: wife of
Ronald E. McNair, and their children

left, watching

Grace Corrigan, the parents of Christa M cAul iffc., and their daughter
from a special viewing ¥ea yesterday as the space shuttle to ok off and exp loded.

Reginald and Joy; Marvin and Betty'
James Scobee of Auburn, Wash., the
Resnik, parents of Judith A. Resnik, brother of the mission commander,·
anil Marcia Jarvis, the wife of Gregory Francis R. (Dick) Scobee, preferred
Jarvis.
.
not to speak about the disaster. "We're

Lisa,

I

trying to make arrange ments to fly to
Houston," he sai d, "and I know that although you have a Job to do, I'd really
not rathe r say anything."

(pheers Turn to Numbnf?SS as Concord High School Mourns One of Its Own
By MATIHEW L. WALD
ing, wearing party hats and cheering
Special to The New York Times
and blowing into noisemakers as the
CONCORD, N.H ., Jan . 28-Scores of space shuttle Challenger roared into
students at Concord High School were the sky with a social studies teacher
g_at~ered in the auditorium this morn- from the school aboard. They cheered

ftt!EMORIAL
FORTEACHERANDFRIEND:Students

attending

mass

j

one! " A silence des cended In time for ''The vehicle has exploded ."
the students, teachers and administra- . The room was still for a moment,
tors at the school where that teacher, hoping that the unexpected was impos Christa McAuliffe, had taught for three sible, that it just was not so, that "a ter years to hear the announcer report, rible burden of tragedy," as Charles
·
· ·
Foley, the principal, put it, had not
struck. Then some of the students and
some of the faculty began to cry.
Day of Sharp Disappointment
It was a day of sharp disappointmen t
for students around the country, because this was to be the schoolchildrens' shuttle. The educational broadcasting system had planned, for the
first time, to carry two lessons by Mrs.
McAuliffe live from the Challenger into
thousands of classrooms.
But the disappointment, and especially the confusion, were especially
sharp here.

was making the space program real for
them.
In the dats before the launching,
some students had grown bored with
the frequent postponements, while
others distributed hats, confetti and
tiny firecrackers to drum up spi rit. On
Monday in the cafeteria several students did a brisk business selling $2
bumpe r sticker s with the teacher's
nam e, d mortarboard with a star instead of a tassel and the legend,
"R,each for the sta rs ," a phrase she
sometimes used.
Students were sent home soon after
the crash today, and the faculty followed. Concord High School will be
closed Wednesday , while the faculty,
with the help of mental health specia l.
ists from the school syste m and elsewhere, discuss how to help the stu"We weren't sure what was going dents, and help themselves.
on," said Marsha Bailey, a sophomore,
"Th is has been the kind of year that
who was watching on one of the dozens will stay with our staff, that brought
of television sets installed around the them ro incredible highs and lows,"
school for the occasion. "I thought it said Joan Lonergan, vice president of
was part of the staging."
the school board .
Other students expressed disbelief .
Early in the school year, William J.
"Everyone was cheering, going wild Bennett, the United States Secretary of
when it took off," said Alex Scott, 15 Educau on. came to teach, and later,
years old. "We were really psyched. Presid ...m Reagan visited the city. In
Then one of my friends said, 'It blew December a troubled junior at the high
up.' t said, 'You're kiddlng me.' "
school ca me to cla ss with a gun and
Tom Tirrell, 16, a junior, giuld not took two st uden ts h<t.tage; he was
find a place in one of the rooms with a killed by the police in the subsequept
shoot-Out.
television, so he was sitting with
Then there was the launching, which
friends in another classroom at launch- another school board member, Robert
ing time. Word of the explosion sprea d Schweiker, called "the ultimate field
The New York Tlmtt / ldartlynn K. Yee
almost instantly, though.
trip." The school felt honored by thesefor Christa McAuliffe at St. Peter' s Catholic Church in Concord, N.H.
'Somethlng I Hope I Forget Soon'
lection of Mrs. McAuliffe in July from
"We saw the teachers crying and among more than 11,000 applicants, to
stuff," he said. The explosion was be the "first private citizen passenger
"something I hope to forget soon," he in the t,jstory af space flight.''
said, adding, "Later it won't be as bad
Bu! wi,h the explosion, Mr. Foley
as now, but it'll always be on our sa id , "H 's like one wave rolling on top
minds."
of another wave, before it breaks on
"In the cafeteria, everyone thought it shor e."
.
Student~ and facul ty will spend a
·emy, a public elementary school, a launching, and it appears that every- was normal, until Mr. Foley came on,"
sixth grader named Celina Gonzalez one is lost.' There were gasps, and then sai d Bobbi Cotton, 15, a sophomor e. long time trying to make se nse of th<?
Mr. quickly told all the students to re- : event .
was moved to compose a poem eulogiz. everyone on the plane was very quiet."
turn to their classrooms.
'
Special Counselor Called
ing Mrs. McAuliffe - "First Teacher
Need to Talk of Accident
Space:"
"Everyone that knew her was
"l think the impact of this kind of
Again and again, people said they
cryi
ng,
and
some
of
them
were
flipping
tra
gedy
is going to be greater, because
Even though I didn't know her,
had begun to think of space shuttle
flights as routine, almost without risk. out," said Miss Cotton. " I wish I had of the buildup ," said Dr. Norman ShulI feel as if she was my friend.
So please God,
"It had become almost common- known her. She sounded like a sweet- man, of the Cent ra l New Hampshire
conunu mty Mental Heal th Center, who
Please take good care of her and her
place," Mrs. Israel, the legal secre- heart."
Reporters who had gathered inside was called 10 the school by official s.
companions.
tary, said. "It was like riding the F
the school before the launching were Students al so were looking forward to
train."
As Bernie Bradley, 38 years old,
ordered out at the time of the cra sh, lessons from space, broadcast back to
Some people suggested that there and many students and faculty rushed the high school an d schools around the
broke the news to his fifth graders at
was
a
lesson
in
the
disaster.
"Maybe
it
the Newberry Academy, he was filled
away from the building without spe ak- country. "The grief resolution is going
with memories of the day President isn't appropriate for regular people to ing later O\l.
.
to be difficult, " said Dr. Shulman.
Kennedy was assassinated . "I com- go into space at this time," said Susan
"It was in the back of eve 1ybody's
Som€' friends were trying to draw a
pared today to Nov. 22, 1963when I was Alexander, a representative of the mind," said Michael Purring ton, a lesson from the disaster, among them
in a high school Latin class," he said. Wilderness Society, who was on a visit mathematics teacher, "but they' ve Eilec,·. O'lfara , Mrs. McAuliffe's re"I told them they will remember this to Washington from her home in Alas- had so many successes. Human nature plac ement as a social studies teacher
ka.
day forever."
being what it is, you put aside the possi- at the high school this year. She had
At Nevada Union High School, in bility."
Sidney Davidson, an equipment
spoken to Mrs. McAuliffe by telephone
Mr. Purrington, like many of the lac - last night , she told other faculty memmanufacturer from Bedford, N.Y., was Grass Valley, Calif., friends and relaa passenger yesterday morning on tives called Chris Owen, a woodwork- ulty, appeared shaken on a day when bers.
Delta Air Lines Flight 766 from Fort ing teacher who had hoped to become the school had hoped to bask in re"Th ere 's a risk in everything you
Myers, Fla., to Atlanta. The passen- the first teacher in space ..
fleeted glory, and balance past sor- do," sht>said. "I think Christa knew the
"They were thankful that I'm earth- rows. " It's a sacrifice you don't reall y risks and she took them," said Miss
gers had what Mr. Davidson described
as "a great view of what looked like a bound," a shaken Mr. Owen said. "I expect a person to make, " he sa id. O'Hara, as she mad e her way tearfully
magnificent takeoff."
feel like I lost someone in my family, "It's a tragic way for 1,200 kids to find across the school parking lot. "She enNobody realized that anything had too."
out about what life is like."
coura ged kids to try to grow and to get
gone wrong, he said. But a few minutes
But even yesterday's explosion did
Several moments before the launch- beyond anyt hing they've done before. I
later, the pilot made an announcement. not dampen his desire to visit space. ing several students said that Mrs. thin k it's im portant for people to know,
"He said, 'We regret to inform you that "I'd go tomorrow if they'd give me a McAuliffe, already known for bringin g and kids to know, if things don't work,
the outside world into the classroom , you should still try."
there has been a malfunction in the seat,''. he said.
more when they saw a flash.
Then an adult in the balcony-no one
was sure who - realized .that the flash·
was not the separation of a booster
rocket, and y«'!lled, "Shut up, every-

After the Shock, Children'sQuestionsand a Need toShare the Grief
Continued From Page Al
• ries spent their lunch hours. "You just
think of that teacher in there," said a
tearful Tom Uzzo, who works for a
blouse manufacturer.

news came particularly hard at P .S.
332, an elementary school in Brooklyn.
The children had learned all about Mrs.
McAuliffe, an ebullient wife and
mother of two who taught a class called
"the American Woman" at Concord
High. Thrilled that a teacher was to become the first ordinary citizen in
space, Mrs. McAuliffe had become the
children's heroine - "the teacher-

Across the nation, people cried openly. "People were crying in my court,"
said Chief Judge Seymour Gelber of
D,{de County Juvenile Court in Miami. naut.11
At I P.M., only after she was certain
"We had become so accustomed to perfection in this space program that beyond a doub t that word of the disaster
was true, Jeanette Reed-Clarke, the
many simply believed it couldn't ha1>assistant principal at P .S. 332, anpe~ to us."
nounced the news over the public adAt Philadelphia's High School for En- dress system as gently as possible.
gil]eering and Science,
teachers
A Sixth Grader's Poem
wat ched the liftoff in the office of the
pr(ncipal, Dr. Alvin I. Garblik.
· "Sadly, I must inform you that at
"Everyone was speechless," Dr. Gar- 11:38 the shuttle exploded, with all the
blik, said later. "It was such a spectac- crew members, including Mrs . McAuular thing. It was lifting , lifting, .lifting liffe, our first teachernaut," she said.
an~ just went bingo- it was gone."
She called for a moment of silence and
Flags were flown half mast, and mo- said that radios would be tuned to news
m~nts of silence were shared. The programs in all the classrooms.
"You mean, she's no longer alive?"
asked several children in Toni WeinWashington Watch
stein's sixth grade class, where they
had been watching a special videotape
Monday In Business Day
about Mrs. McAuliffe at the moment
The New York Times
the shuttle exploded.
In Chicago, at the Newberry Acad-
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The Shuttle Explosion: How It Happened

COMPUTER
EXPERTS ·The Last Moment~
..BAFFLED
BYCRASH

Shuttle Explodes,Killing All 7 A~oard
Continued From Page Al
headed toward the cold waters of the
nearby Atlantic.
The eerie beauty of the orange fireba ll and billowing white trails against
the blue confused many onlookers,
many of whom did not at first seem
aware that the aerial display was an indication that something had gone terribly wrong .
There were few sobs, moans or
shouts among the thousands of tourists,
reporters and space agency officials
gathered on an unusually cold Florida
day to celebrate the liftoff, just a
stunned silence as they began to realize
that the Challenger bad vanished from
the sky.
Among the people watching were
Mrs. McAuliffe's two children , her husband, her parents, and hundreds of students, teachers , and friends from Concord.
"Things started flying around and
spinning around and I heard some oh's
and ah's, and at that .moment I knew
somethng was wrong ," said Brian Ballard, the editor of The Crimson Review
at Concord High .School
"I felt sick to my stomach . I still feel
sick to my stomach ."
There were few sobs, moans or
shouts among the thousands of tourists,
reporters and space agency officials
gathered on an unusually cold Florida
day to celebrate the liftoff, just a
stunned silence as they began to realize
that the Challenger had vanished from
the sky.
Among the people watching were
Mrs. McAuliffe's two children, her busband, her parents, and hundreds of students, teachers, and friends from Concord .
"Things started flying around and
spinning around and I heard some oh' s ,
and ah 's and at that moment I knew
somethng was wrong, " said Brian BalJard, the editor of The Crimson Review
at Concord High School
"I felt sick to my stomach. I still feel
·
sick to my stomach ."
Sblps Searching the Area
At an outdoor ne~ conference held
here this afternoon, Jesse Moore, the
head of the shuttle program at NASA,

DataFromOn-Board
System
.. Failed
to Warnof Problem
- Tapeto BeStudied
By DAVIDE. SANGER
Special to The New Yott Times

,WASHINGTON, Jan. 28- Computer,
experts were baffled today about why,
none of the five I.B.M. on-board computers that have aborted so many
space launchings detected anything
wrong with the shuttle Challenger's
operation until the instant the craft exploded .
"On first glance, there were no
anomalous data at all," said Steven
Eames, a spokesman for the lnte1:1ational Business Machines Corporation
team at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston that monitors the flow of data
from the space shuttle's processors .
"Nothing was unusual, and then the
screen just went blank."
Until pieces of the actual wreckage
can be examined, however , a stretch of
magnetized computer tape , packed
with thousands of instrument readings
sent from the shuttle until the explosion, may prove to be the best trail
available for Investigators who will be
.
studying the catastrophe.
• Meanwhile, the absence of warning ·
from the shuttle's processors and the
complex network of sensors connected
to them could mark a tremendous setback for the nation's computer and
avionics industries.
Technology Is Cited
. The combination of computer equipinent and programs aboard the shuttle
has long been hailed as one of American technology's greatest achievements. In recent times it has frequently been cited as evidence !hat
enormously complex programming,
like the kind that would be needed to
control the Reagan Administration's
proposed high-technology antimissile
shield, is well within the industry's

reach...

· .

Gentry Lee, a top official of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
Calif., said all that had changed. "It's
the kind of thing that marks a tremen<loussetback for new technology of any
kind," said Mr. Lee, who headed one of
the first studies of the software designed for the shuttle program. "It
forces the whole society to examine the
margins of error we bui ld into technology, and that will probably prove a
valuable exercise."
Most confusing to experts familiar
with the craft's design is that the disas'ter appeared to defy every comp uter
simulation ever written for the shuttl«j,
"It's very, very strange," said Dr. L.
,John Lawrence , a NASA spokesman at
the Houston space center. "In all the
models , the data show a deterioration
,tiefore failure. You begin to see pressures change, or temperatures, or
,valve failures or voltage or hydraulic
changes. Things begin to happen. Here ,
.nothing happened."
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Coast Guard ships were in the area pf
impact tonight and planned to stay all
night with airplanes set to comb the
area ~t first light for debris that could
provide clues to the catastrophe . Some
material from the shattered craft was
rted t be washin;i ashore on Flori ~ beach! tonight mostly the small
Heat-shielding tiles' that protect the
shuttle as It passes through the earth's
atmosphere.
Films of the explosion showed a
parachute drifting toward the sea, apparently one that would have lowered
one of the huge reusable booster rockets after its fuel was spent.
Pending an investigation, Mr. Moore
said at the news conference this afternoon, hardware, photographs, CO!fl·
puter tapes, ground support eqwpment, and notes takenby members of
the launching team would be impound-

l
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Past Prob lem Detected
The events also contradicted five
years of experience in the space program. The only other severe failure of
a Challenger component occurred in
July, when a computer' s response to
the failure of two heat sensors led tQ the
shutdown of engine No. 1, forcing the
shuttle into a lower orbit than planned.
It was the first time a manned space
mission had ever lost a main engine in
flight.
But in that case, as in the computer
models, there was ample evidence
from the sensors that something was
amiss, and • both the astrona uts and
technic ians on the ground had time to
respond. I.B.M. spokesmen said the entire computer system had been used in
previous flights.
If the computers aboard the Challenger and its sister ships have been
faulted for anything in recent years, it
has been for their oversensitivity,
rather than lack of pre cision.
Starting with the first shuttle flight in
1981, launching after launching has
"been delayed because one of the four
~ary
I.B.M. AP 101 computers or a
fifth backup unit failed to agree that
'each of thousands of components was
working properly. That has triggered
automatic shutdowns that sometimes
proved embarrassing to NASA.

IedThe three days of delays and a tight

annual launching schedule did not
force a premature launching, Mr .
Moore said in answer to a reporter's
quest ion.
'Flight Safety a Top Priority'
"There was no pressure to get this
particular launch up," he said. ''.We
have always maintained that flight
safety was a top priority in the program."
.
Several hours after the accident, Mr.
Moore announced the appointment of
an interim review team, which was assigned to preset?Ve and identify flight
data from the mission, pending the appointment of a formal investigating
committee .
The members of the interim panel
are Richard G. Smith, the director of
e Kennedy Space Center; Arnold Aldge, the manager of the National
pace Transportation System, Johnson
ace Cente r ; William Lucas, director
the Marshall Space Flight Center;
alt Williams, a NASAconsultant , and
es C. Harrington, the dlrei:tor . of
1
elab, who will serve as executive

!

l

tary.

Dependent on Processors
' At the same time, space officials say
they have little choice but to depend 011
· the processors , because human pilots
could never keep track of the thousands
of bits of information that stream from
'the shuttle's sensors.
· ·Asa result , the computers have vlr,.,tually complete control of the flight ,
- ·which is why they will be a centerpiece
't>f the disaster investigation.
In the industry's terminology, the
are a "redunshuttle's proc~ors
dant,.. or "fault tolerant," system ,

' each programmed to do exactly the
'same thing at exactly the same time,
like ·soldiers marching in formation.
Thus, if they disagree, a "vote" is
staged and the out-of-step machine Is
~ ignored. Much the same redundancy is
used for the sensors.
"If anything, the system is overly
- l: onservative," said Algirdas Avizienls,
a professor of computer science at the
University of California at Los Angeles
who has worked •extensively on fault..tolerant systems for the SMCe program. "False alarms are not unusual,
- Md that has been headache from the
beginning."
Immediately aft~r the explosion today, flight controllers in Houston
played back the telemetry record. "We
·.found nothing at all," said Dr. Law• rence.
But Mr. Eames, the I .B.M. spokes, ' man, said a full examination of the
tape would take some time. "We're
•talking weeks," he said , before it ls all
·~orted out.
·
• , Most experts seemed to agree yester day that the computers themselves
would not ultimately be found at fault .

gloves because the interior was so cold, rocket boosters went sailing off into thf.
ground controllers broke into a round distance.
of applause as the shuttle's door, whose
The explosion, later viewed in slowhandle caused problem ~ yesterday, motion televised replays taken by camuwhich was closed .
eras equipped with telescopic lenses ,
"Good morning, Christa, hope we go showed what appeared to be the start ol
today " said ground control as the New a small fire at the base of the huge exHampshire schoolteacher settled into ternal fuel tank, followed by the quick
the spaceplane .
separation of the solid rocket s. A huge
"Good morning,'' she replied , "I fireball then engulfed the shuttle as th£
hope so, too." Those are her last known external tank exploded.
words.
At the news conference, Mr. M90re
The liftoff, originally scheduled for would not speculate on the cause of the
9:38 A.M., was delayed two hours by · disaster.
problems on the ground caused first by
The estimated point of impact for dea failed fire-protection device and then bris was 18 to 20 miles off the Florida
by ice on the shuttle's ground support coast, according to space agency offi.
structure
cials.
The la~ching was the first from pad
"The search and resuce teams were
39-B which had recently undergone a delayed getting into the area becaUSE
$150'million overhaul. It had last been · of deb~ continuing to fall from very
used for a manned Jauncing in the high altitudes, for almost an hour. a~e1
1970's.
ascent,'' said Mr . Nesbitt of Miss1or,
Control in Houston.
'Go With Throttle Up'
Speaking at I P .M. in Florida, Lieut .
Just before liftoff, Challenger's ex. Col. Robert W. Nicholson Jr ., a spokesternal fuel tank he ld 500,000gallons of man for the rescue operation, which is
liquid hydrogen and oxygen, which art run by the Defense Department , said
kept separate because they are hl~y
range safety radars near the Kennedy
volatile when mixed. The fuel is used m Space Center detected debris fallin@
the shuttle 's three main engines.
for nearly an hour after the explosion .
At 11:38 A.M. the shuttle rose grace- "Anything that went into the area
fully off the launching pad, . headint would have been endangered," he said
into the sky. The shuttle's main en- in an interview .
gines, after being cut back slightly just
after liftoff, a normal proceedure, were
'Not a Good Ditcher'
pushed ahead to full power as the shut ,
In an interview last year , Tommy
tie approached maximum dynamic Holloway, the chief of the flight direc
pFessure when it broke through the tor office at the Johnson Space Center
sound barrier.
in Houston, talked about the possibilit}
"Challenger, go with throttle up, " of a shuttle crash at sea.
said James D. Wetherbee of mission
"This airplane is not a good ditcher,"
control in Houston at about 11:39 A.M.
"Roger," replied the commander, he said. "It will float O.K. If it ~oesn'I
break apart, and we have hatches we
Mr . Scobee, "go with throttle up."
can blow off the top. But the orbiter
Those were the last words to be lands fast, at 190 knots. You come in
heard on the ground from the winged and stop in 100 yards so so. You decel,
spaceplane and her crew of seven.
As the explosion occw:ed, Stephen A. erate like gangbusters, and an_ything ic
Nesbitt of Mission Control in Houston, the payload bay comes fotward. We
expect a very good daylf if com~ -apparently looking at his notes and not don't
to 'that."
the explosion on his television monitor,
noted that the shuttle's velocity was
On board Challenger was the world'~
"2,900 feet per second, altitude 9 naut!· largest privately owned communicacal miles, downrange distance 7 nauti- tion satellite , the $100million TrackioB
and Data Relay Satellite, which with
cal miles."
That is a speed of about 1,977miles with its rocket boosters weighed 37.~
I
f bo 10 tatut pounds.
an hour. a he ght o a ut
s
e
miles, and a distance down range ot
This morning, water froze on the
about
miles.
The 8first
official word of the disaster shuttle service structure. It isf used for
came from Mr . Nesbi·tt of Mission Con- firefighting equipment and or emergency showers that technicians would
trol, who reported "a major ~alfune- use if they were exposed to fuel. The
tlon." He added that commurucatiom takeoff was delayed because space
Wl.ththeshl'pbad failed! minute 14secur1ng th
agency officials feared that d
e
onds into the flight.
first critical seconds of launching, lei"We have no downlink
· ," he said.
.-..
cles might fly off u,e service structure
"We have a report from the flight dy- and damage the delicate heat-reslstanl
namics officer that the vehicle has ex·a1
!oded ..
tiles on the _shu,ttle, which are cructh1
P
·
for the vehicle s re-entry though
e
His voice cracked. "The flight direc- earth's atmosphere.
tor confirms . that,'.' he continued . The Challenger, as l! sat on the pad,
"We're checking Wlth the recovery I was about JO feet at its closest point
forces to see what can be done at thl~·· h-nm th .. fov"'1-•""71c"- ot ... ., ... ~ .,.Joc:c
point ."
enough to present a threat dunng the
In the sky above the°Kennedy _Spac vibrations at launch if the ice had not
Center, the shuttle's two solid-fue been not removed .
.
. .
· _,....,,_...,, • ...,.

a
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The story of the destruction of the Challenger told in pl~es ~f smoke
and water vapor high above Earth. The two streams s~ng
m the_
upper right of the second picture ~m the top, and curving around m
the others, are believed to be the solid fuel booster rockets, ,
•1

A NASA spokesman said a formal review panel could be appointed as soon
as Wednesday by Dr . William R. Gra~am , the diretor of the space agencr.
All American manned space launch;ings were stopped for 21 months after
the worst previous American space ac cident in January 1967, when three
Apollo'astronauts were killed in a fire
as they sat in a space capsllle on the
launching pad.
'
'Hope We Go Today'
TIils year's schedule was to have
been the most ambitious in the history
of the shuttle program , with 15 flights
planned. For the Challenger, the workhorse of the nation's shuttle fleet, this
was to have been the 10th mission.
Today 's launching had been delayed
three times over as many days by bad
weather. The Challegner was to have
launched two satellites and Mrs.
McAullife was to have broadcast two
lessons from space to millions of students around the coutnry.
All day long, well after the explosion,
the large mission clocks scattered
about the Kennedy Space Center continued to run, ticking off the minutes
and seconds of a flight that bad long
ago ended.
Long before liftoff this morning,
skies over the Kennedy Space Center
were clear and cold, reporters and
tourists shivering in leather gloves,
knit hats and down coats as temperatures hovered in the low 20's.
Icicles formed as ground equipment
sprayed water on the launching pad, a
precaution against fire.
,
At 9:07 A.M., after the astronauts
were seated in the shuttle, wearing
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Search for survivors was centered 30 miles southeast of

Jin.29,1!1815

earcanaveral.

Search by Air and Sea Yields
No Sig~ of the . Shuttle Crew
By DUDLEY CLENDINEN
Special to 1be New Yort&:
n ma
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.,Jan . 28As night fell along the Atlantic coast lenger.
"I know that they have brought some
and debris began to wasb up on the
shore the United States Coast Guard pieces back, but I have not heard what
pulled back the 13 aircraft that had the dimensions are," Colo,nel Shults
1leen searching today for the remains sail!. "I understand that it's on its way
.of the space shuttle Challenger and its back in. We'll turn it over to NASA, and
crew of seven. They returned to base they'll lock it up."
Lieut. Col. Robert Nicholson of the
with no human effeots found, and prepared to resume the search Wednes- Air Force, a Defense Department
spokesman said that "some tiles have
da_rwe have not recovered any," Col. been wash~ up on the beach."
"Some have been carried to us by
John N. Shults of the Air Force, who is
0
coordinating military resources for the citizens," he said. We're ~mm.endsearch , said tonight . Jesse Moore! the ing that any citizens who find anything
NASA administrator for space flight, call law enforcement."
Colonel Nicholson and others issued
said at a news conference earlier in the
day that the search "has not produced a,plea for citizens to turn over anything
they
found, and to stay away from the
any evidence that the crew survived."
But beyond the doubts about the search area offshore . "We really need
crew's survival were questions about every bit,'' he sai~. "The~ are . no
the likelihood of their remains being souvenirs . We need 1t for the mvestigafound. "I don't know," Colonel Shults tion The intention is to gather every
said . "I have no Idea what we're going piece and take it to one central location
to find. We're still in the preliminary and lay it out."
search. " '

The search by air and by a small sur face fleet of seven Navy, Coast Guard
and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ships could not begin
until pieces of the wreckage shot into
the atmosphetll by the explosion
stopped raining from the sky, nearly an
hour after the shuttle's destruction.
Some Wreckage Found
The searchers did recover some material from the space mission in the
first hours of the rescue effort today ,
but the amount and kind of wreckage
salvaged was not made known. Mr.
Moore said that all material recovered
would be Impounded as part of the
NASA effort to determine what had ignited the explosion that destroyed Chai-

Shlps Continue Se.llrch
The Challenger, its rockets and fuel
weighed (5 million pounds at lifto.ff.

Tonight the surface ships continued to
search ~ area 60 miles wide - from
the coastline of Melbourne north to
New Smyrna Beach - and 120 miles
out to sea.
Officials here estimated that the
floor of the Atlantic in the search area
lay 70 to 200feet down: The search thus
far has been conducted by sight, officials here said. Representatives from .
the office of the Navy Superintendent of
Salvage were expected here Wednes·day to help plan the underwater
aspects of the search, and the aircraft
were to · resume sweeping the ocean
surface at daylight Wednesday.
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